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When a broadband noise source is spatially separated
from a speech signal, it is easier to listen to the speech, as
compared with when both noise and speech are coming
from the same spatial position (Hirsh, 1950). In the case
in which a speech signal is coming from straight ahead (0º
azimuth) and a single noise source is displaced horizon-
tally from it, the beneficial effect of separation occurs
largely because the noise is reduced in overall loudness,
owing to the shadowing effect of the head (Bronkhorst &
Plomp, 1988). Although there is an increase in the loud-
ness of the displaced noise in the ear that lies on the same
side as it, this is less than the reduction in level at the shad-
owed ear. The effect is more noticeable for the higher fre-
quency components of a broadband noise, since there is
greater shadowing for soundswhose wavelength is less than
the head’s diameter (Masterton,Heffner, & Ravizza, 1969).

When two competing noise sources are symmetrically
displaced from a speech signal (at 0º) in opposite direc-
tions on the horizontal plane, spatial separation effects are
less noticeable. This is because a head-shadow effect on
one side will be counterbalancedby contrariwise shadow-
ing on the other (Bronkhorst & Plomp, 1992). Bronkhorst
and Plomp (1992), using independentlyfluctuatingspeech-
shaped noises (Festen & Plomp, 1990), found some sepa-
ration benefit even in conditionsof symmetrical displace-
ment. They observed that, in this condition, as compared

with nonspatially separate presentation, a listener can take
advantage of momentary variations in the signal-to-noise
ratio at a particular ear.

A benefit from separationhas also been observed in the
case of symmetrically displaced steady-state speech-
shaped noises (Ter-Horst, Byrne, & Noble, 1993). Under
these conditions, it might be expected that no separation
effect will occur; the two noises should fuse so as to be
identical with that of noise centered at 0º.

Listeners routinelyhave the task of trying to hear speech
signals in competing conditions.Very often, the competing
sound is itself speech that is spatially separated from the
target signal. Spoken speech varies substantially through
time in terms of level and spectral content. There may be
more opportunitiesfor a listener to haveauditory“glimpses”
of a signal that is to be attended to against such a back-
ground, as compared with the relatively greater consis-
tency of random noise.

This point bears on the likely explanation for the sepa-
ration benefit observed by Ter-Horst et al. (1993). In the
separation conditions of that study, the same noise was
presented at positions symmetrically displaced relative to
0º azimuth.Thus, the separate noises were completelycor-
related and would exhibit momentary additive and sub-
tractive effects, recurring at particular frequencies across
the audiblespectrum, at any position other than 0º, because
of systematic phase differences in the two wavefronts at
positions occupied by the listener’s ears. The resulting
peaks and troughs in the spectrum of the signal should
allow a listener to hear the speech at 0º better than when
the noise is broadcast only from that same position.There
is a measurable acoustic difference associated with the use
of correlated versus uncorrelated noise under conditions
of spatial unity versus separation, as will be explained in
note 1, referred to in the Competing Signals subsection of
Experiment 1.
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Listeners had the task of following a target speech signal heard against two competitors either located
at the same spatial position as the target or displaced symmetrically to locations flanking it. When
speech was the competitor, there was a significantly higher separation effect (maintained intelligibil-
ity with reduced target sound level), as compared with either steady-stateor fluctuating noises. Increas-
ing the extent of spatial separation slightly increased the effect, and a substantial contribution of inter-
aural time differenceswas observed. When same- and opposite-sex voices were used, a hypothesis that
the similarity between target and competing speech would explain the role for spatial separation was
partly supported. High- and low-pass filtering showed that both parts of an acoustically similar compet-
ing signal contribute to the phenomenon. We conclude that, in parsing the auditory array, attention to
spatial cues is heightened when the components of the array are confusable on other acoustic grounds.
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Symmetrically separate, uncorrelated noise will exhibit
no consistentphase-linkedeffects, because the wavefronts
are structurally unrelated to each other. Hence, it may be
expected that no equivalent separation benefit will be
found in such a case. The first experiment in the series re-
ported here was designed to compare the effect on speech
intelligibility of correlated versus uncorrelated noises
symmetrically separated from the speech, in free-f ield lis-
tening conditions. In addition, we investigated the effect
of speech as a competitor signal, as compared with noise.
The measure of interest throughout was the effect on in-
telligibility of a target speech signal, positioned at 0º az-
imuth near the horizontal plane, when competing signals
were presented from that same location (called the mixed
condition)or from two flanking positions displaced at az-
imuths 30º to the left and the right of 0º(called the sepa-
rate condition).

In the conditions of our experimental arrangement,
speech was observed to offer a greater symmetrical sepa-
ration benefit than did either form of broadband noise,
and in subsequent experiments, we undertook examina-
tion of the factors that might account for this. Following a
series of comparisons with noises that had a number of
different temporal and spectral structures, attention was
given to similarity versus dissimilarity of target and com-
peting speech as such. When female versus male voices
were used as target and competitor signals, partial support
was gained for the hypothesis that a spatial effect arises or
subsides depending on the similarity versus the dissimi-
larity of the signals employed. Simultaneous interaural
time differences were identified as a significant factor en-
abling the speech separation advantage to occur, and in the
final experiment, it was observed that both lower and higher
frequency parts of the signal contribute to the effect.

The results can be interpreted in the light of recent re-
ports examining the contributionof spatial cues to the seg-
regation and identification of elements in the auditory
scene (Bregman, 1990). Spatial cues play a role, but only
in conditionsin which other bases for segregation are less
salient. Such a propositionleads to further reflection on the
place of spatial hearing in the task of attending to the au-
dible environment. If it is correct to identify the primary
role of spatial hearing as serving a dynamic, orienting
function, this may help to explain the inconstancy of its
contribution to the perceptual organization of stationary
auditory scenes.

EXPERIMENT 1
Correlated Versus Uncorrelated Noise

Method
Apparatus and Materials

Testing was conducted in a sound-isolated, semi-anechoic cham-
ber with a 3 m 3 3 m floor area, and 3.5 m in height. The listener
sat in a height- and back-adjustable chair, with the head motionless,
using a chinrest. In addition, a constant front-facing orientation was
maintained during testing by the listener aiming at a light-emitting
diode (LED) spot at 0º azimuth and elevation, using a laser pointer

attached to a lightweight adjustable head harness. Signals were pre-
sented either in combination from a center loudspeaker or separately
from three loudspeakers (5-cm diameter midrange tweeters), depend-
ing on the test condition. The loudspeakers were arrayed 30º apart
in an arc so as to subtend the same distance (45 cm) from the center
of the listener’s head when it was in position on the chinrest. The
center loudspeaker of the three was at the straight-ahead position on
the median vertical plane, with the whole arc 15º below the horizon-
tal plane.

All the signals were inverse filtered to remove differences owing
to individual loudspeaker transfer functions, using 400th-order dig-
ital filters, with 20 dB of cut, loaded into a PD1 (Tucker Davis). The
digital sampling rate was 47 kHz. In the first two experiments, all the
signals were bandpass filtered to attenuate energy below 500 Hz and
above 18 kHz, in order to eliminate transfer function differences
greater than 20 dB occurring below 300 Hz and above 18 kHz and
filter inaccuracy below 500 Hz. In the third and fourth experiments,
competitor signals were 4,096th-order inverse filtered, off line, en-
abling accurate inverse filtering to 300 Hz. In the fifth, sixth, and
seventh experiments, all the signals were handled this way, enabling
inverse filtering of both target and masker signals between 300 Hz
and 18 kHz.

Target speech signal. The target speech was a continuous 45-
min discourse (a topical book review) read in British English by a
male talker (W.N.), recorded onto digital audio tape (DAT). When
the signal was recorded, the talker used the ongoing dBA read-out
from a sound level meter, to ensure an even normal voice level
throughout. During testing, the signal was reproduced via the DAT
recorder, set in play mode throughout the course of the trials. The
45-min discourse was long enough in almost every case to provide
a nonrepeating target for the listener to follow (1 or 2 listeners
needed longer than 45 min to complete the task in Experiment 2, the
most time consuming in the series; the tape was begun afresh to ac-
commodate this). The target speech signal was inverse filtered via
the PD1 and was passed through a digitally controlled attenuator, an
audio mixer, and an audio amplifier before being presented to the
listener from the center loudspeaker. During each trial, the level of the
target speech signal was under the listener’s control via a hand-held
cordless trackball that fed output to the digital attenuator via a PC.

Competing signals. The competing speech signals were pro-
duced from a 20-sec segment of discourse read by a second male
talker, taken from a CD recording of a fictional work. The 20-sec
segment was then broken into approximately equal parts (A and B).
Both parts began and ended at natural breaks in the monologue. The
parts were spliced together, with B following A for the left channel
and A following B for the right, and were stored on a hard disk in two
16-bit digital data files. During a trial, each 20-sec file was loaded
into a digital buffer of an AP2 (Tucker Davis) and was played as a
continuous loop. As with all the other competing signals, these were
streamed to the PD1 for loudspeaker inverse filtering, then con-
verted to analogue signals before being amplified and switched to
the appropriate loudspeakers (left and right). When played in a trial,
the left signal was identical to the right, except that it was temporally
displaced by about 10 sec.

The correlated noise was produced using a 1-sec segment of
Gaussian noise digitally generated on the AP2. This was then dupli-
cated to produce left and right signal data. These data were placed
in a left and a right digital buffer and were played as continuous
loops. The result was streamed to the PD1, where inverse filtering
and speech-shaped filtering were applied. When played in a trial, the
left signal was identical to the right. Uncorrelated noise used a 1-sec
segment of Gaussian noise digitally generated on the AP2 and du-
plicated to produce left and right digital signal data. Each 1-sec seg-
ment of data was then cut into two equal parts (A and B), and the
parts were spliced together, with B following A for the left signal and
A following B for the right. These data were then buffered and
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processed in the same way as the correlated noise. When played in a
trial, the left signal was identical to the right, except that it was tem-
porally displaced by 500 msec.

When competing signals were played from the center loudspeaker
(mixed condition), they were generated in the same way as described
above, except that they were inverse filtered according to the char-
acteristics of the center loudspeaker, switched through an audio
mixer along with the target speech signal before being amplified,
then fed to the center loudspeaker.

All the competitor sounds were calibrated using a 0.5-in. Bruel &
Kjaer microphone (Type 4176) attached to a B & K precision sound
level meter (Type 2235), the microphone being located at the posi-
tion to be occupied by the center of a listener’s head. Whether being
presented from the center loudspeaker or from the flanking loud-
speakers, all the competitor signals were first individually measured,
using the “slow” response and A-weighted circuit of the sound level
meter, and were adjusted to achieve identical levels at the micro-
phone position. The signals were then remeasured when presented
simultaneously, with the whole system being adjusted to achieve a
level of 60 dBA.1 Calibration of the system was checked repeatedly
throughout the experimental series and daily within the course of
any experiment.

Listeners and Procedure
Nine people took part in the first experiment (3 females, 6 males),

recruited from the student and staff population of the university.
They reported no deficiency in hearing in either ear, and all scored
at or below the “low fence” on Coren and Hakstian’s (1992) Hear-
ing Screening Inventory, a criterion applied throughout the series of
experiments. The Hearing Screening Inventory has a specificity
(correct detection of normal hearing) of 93% and a sensitivity of
91% against the AMA audiometric standard of 25 dB at 0.5, 1, 2,
and 4 kHz. The authors pilot-tested all the procedures and experi-
ments reported here and also provided data for this and the subse-
quent experiments. No particular differences were observed in the
nature of the results from these more experienced listeners and the
majority recruited from beyond the laboratory.2 The samples re-
cruited to each new experiment were a mix of people with experi-
ence of at least one earlier experiment in the series and of people
with no such experience. In all the experiments, the majority of the
listeners were new recruits.

The listener’s task was to use the trackball to adjust the target
speech signal to a level that yielded nearly complete intelligibility
(we have called this a 90% criterion). The instruction was to adjust
the speech to a point at which, if it were any softer, it would be dif-
ficult to follow, and if it were any louder, it would be effortless to fol-
low. This criterion had been found, in pilot experimenting, to provide
more repeatable determinations than, for example, a 50% intelligi-
bility criterion. All the listeners were familiarized with the task be-
fore actual testing began.

The consistency and validity of the technique of adjusting a con-
tinuous speech signal to a nominated level of intelligibility has been
demonstrated by Speaks, Parker, Harris, and Kuhl (1972). In that study,
3 normal hearing listeners each made 10 adjustments of a nonre-
peating speech signal to each of 3 nominated percentage-of-
intelligibility levels (25%, 50%, and 75%) in competing white noise:
Standard deviations of the 10 adjustments ranged from 0.8 to 1.3 dB.
Speaks et al. also observed that the listeners’ adjustments to target
intelligibility levels matched (to within 1–2 dB) their estimates of
the intelligibility of a series of signals at various fixed signal-to-
noise ratios. Furthermore, in a task in which listeners (N 5 8) esti-
mated the intelligibility of sentence lists presented at a series of
fixed signal-to-noise ratios, the correlation with measured intelligi-
bility (percentage of words correctly repeated) at those same ratios
was .93. Agreement was particularly close at the extremes of nearly
complete intelligibility and nearly complete unintelligibility .

The test–retest reliability of the speech adjustment technique is
also established. Walker and Byrne (1985) used a repeating 2.5-min
segment of continuous speech, heard in speech spectrum noise at ei-
ther 55 or 85 dBA. Testing was carried out on 3 successive days with
12 normal hearing listeners. Their task on each day was to make two
adjustments of the speech to achieve 25%, 50%, and 75% intelligi-
bility in both noise levels. The median standard error of measure-
ment was 0.45 dB, and there was no difference in the stability of per-
formance across different intelligibility or noise levels. In a second
experiment in which four trials per condition were used, it was noted
that, in noise conditions, no trend was observable across the trials.
Finally, Kollmeier and Wesselkamp (1997) showed the equivalence
of outcomes for adjusted and performance-based speech intelligi-
bility testing, and Peissig and Kollmeier (1997) used the adjustment
procedure in a speech-versus-speech experimental paradigm some-
what similar to aspects of the present experiments.

At the start of a trial in the present experimental series, the laser
pointer light was illuminated, enabling targeting on the LED. The
speech and competitor signals were initiated when the listener
pressed a switch on the hand-held attenuator. The target was always
initially at a clearly higher level than the competing signals. In the
first experiment, there were five trials per condition, six conditions
altogether (speech, uncorrelated noise, and correlated noise, each in
mixed and separate conditions), with presentation order randomized
across conditions. In subsequent experiments, there were four trials
per condition. There was no time limit on any trial, but the listeners
were signaled after 60 sec via the LED’s changing from continuous
to pulsed. A trial was terminated when the listener was satisfied that
the nearly complete intelligibility criterion was being maintained
and had again pressed the attenuator switch. Arithmetic average at-
tenuator values over the trials per condition for each listener were
used as the basis for calculating results.

Results

The outcome of primary interest throughout the exper-
imental series was the difference in performance when the
listeners listened in spatially mixed versus spatially sepa-
rate conditions, and these are the results we will present
(we will also refer to aspects of raw attenuation data from
which these difference values were derived). For any given
competitor signal, the target speech was always adjusted
from an identical initial level in both the mixed and the
separate spatial conditions. If spatial separation makes it
easier to hear the target speech, this would be reflected in
adjustment of that target to a lower level in separate ver-
sus mixed conditions. Any such benefit is expressed as a
positive value in the histograms displayed in this and in
each of the ensuing Results sections. Figure 1 shows the
effects of spatial separation of (1) speech from competing
speech, (2) speech from competing correlated noise, and
(3) speech from competing uncorrelated noise.

It is clear that correlated noise providesa small (2.4 dB)
separation benefit and that uncorrelated noise provides
practically none (0.4 dB). This contrasting outcome sug-
gests that the result reported by Ter-Horst et al. (1993)was
due to their use of correlated noises.3 The most notable
benefit in the present experiment, however, was from spa-
tial separation of speech from speech (5.0 dB). An analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) across the benefit measure
yielded [F(2,16) 5 55.12, p , .0005, with the differences
between all three signal types significant at the p , .05
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level (Tukey’s HSD test). The subsequent experiments
were designed to examine further the particular effect of
speech as a competing signal.

EXPERIMENT 2
Same Versus Different Temporal

and Spectral Patterns

The first experiment indicated that symmetrical spatial
separation gave rise to a benefit in hearing target speech
at 0º against two different competing speech signals 30º
on either side of it. Two substantial acousticalvariations in
competingspeech take the form of differences in temporal
and spectral patterns. In the mixed condition, energy
bursts from either competitor speech signal may coincide
or interleave in time, whereas in the separate condition,
interleaved energy will occur at different spatial loci. Sim-
ilarly, the spectral content of the competing speech signals
differs, and those differences, in the separate condition,
will be specific to different locations.

Method
Materials

The second experiment was designed to investigate the contribu-
tion of the temporal and spectral characteristics noted above to the
spatial separation effect. It involved forms of noise that varied in in-
dependent versus identical ways in temporal or spectral patterns.

Temporal variation . A 500-msec sample of Gaussian noise was
digitally generated on the AP2 and was duplicated to produce left
and right signal data. The samples were cut into two equal segments
(A and B), each windowed to apply 25-msec on/off ramps. Segments
of silence of 250 msec were interspersed with the noise segments.
For the different temporal condition, A was followed by silence, then
by B, then by silence in the left channel; in the right channel, B was
preceded by silence and then was followed by silence and then by A.
For the same temporal condition, A, B, and the periods of interven-
ing silence coincided with each other. The left and right signal data
under both conditions were placed in digital buffers and were played
as continuous loops. Filtering and calibration procedures were the
same as those described for Experiment 1.

Spectral variation . Two different 250-msec samples of random
noise were generated in Matlab and were filtered, using a 1,024th-
order filter to create spectral notches at 1.5, 3, 6, and 12 kHz in one
of the samples and either at those same frequencies or at 1, 2, 4, and

8 kHz in the other. For the different spectra condition, the 1.5- to 12-
kHz pattern was assigned to the left channel, and the 1- to 8-kHz
pattern was assigned to the right. For the same spectra condition, the
1.5- to 12-kHz pattern was used in both channels. The filtered data
were saved as two separate 250-msec 16-bit data files on PC hard
disk. During a trial, each 250-msec file was loaded into a digital
buffer and was played as a continuous loop, one for the left channel
and one for the right.

The target speech signal used for all the conditions was the same
as that in Experiment 1. A competing speech condition was also in-
cluded in Experiment 2, using the same competing signal as before.

Listeners
Ten listeners were recruited from the student and staff population

of the university (3 females, 7 males), meeting the same hearing
standard as before. Some of the listeners had taken part in the pre-
vious experiment; the majority were new recruits. No evident dif-
ference in response patterns was observed between more and less
experienced listeners. There were 10 conditions in this experiment
(same vs. different temporal patterns of competing noise, same vs.
different spectral patterns, and competing speech, each in mixed and
separate spatial conditions), with four trials per condition.

Results

The effects of spatial separation (positive and negative
differences between mixed and separate conditions) are
shown in Figure 2. An ANOVA showed a significant main
effect [F(4,36) 5 19.85, p , .0005] for type of compet-
ing signal. Post hoc testing (Tukey’s HSD) confirmed the
impression from the graphed results that the different tem-
poral patterns offered a spatial separation advantage sig-
nificantly greater than that from the same temporal pat-
tern ( p , .05). By contrast, different versus identical
spectral notches yielded similar outcomes, and there was
no clear difference between either of the spectral condi-
tions and the one temporal condition that showed separa-
tion benefit. Competing speech showed a beneficial sep-
aration effect significantly greater than that from any of
the competing nonspeech signals ( ps , .05).

Discussion
These results allow us to suggest that nonsimultaneous

variation in the levels of competing signals explains some-

Figure 1. Average effects (and 61 SE bars) on the intelligibility of a target
speech signal at 0º azimuth owing to symmetrical spatial separation of compet-
ing speech, competing correlated noise, and competing uncorrelated noise. Val-
ues represent the difference in attenuation needed to maintain 90% intelligibil-
ity in separate versus mixed conditions. Positive values indicate benefits from
such separation (lower target signal level needed to maintain intelligibility).
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thing of the spatial separation effect observed with speech
as competitor.The contributionof spectral variation is less
clear-cut: No obvious difference was observable between
the two conditions in question. The slightly greater effect
for the same spectra condition may be argued to be con-
sistent with the contrast between correlated versus uncor-
related noise in Experiment 1. Notches occurring at the
same spectral positions in two otherwise uncorrelated
noises may be understood as analogouswith notches aris-
ing at particular spectral positions owing to phase cancel-
lation effects in two spatially separate but otherwise cor-
related noises.

Inspection of the raw attenuation data showed that, in
the same temporal pattern condition, the listeners needed
much lower target signal levels (whether in mixed or sep-
arate conditions) to maintain intelligibility, as compared
with performance with other competing signals. The task
is evidently easier when there are equal periods of silence
interspersed with bursts of noise. There were considerable
differences across individual listeners’ responses in the
same temporal pattern condition.Performance levels with
signals mixed versus separate were nonetheless highly
correlated (r 5 .96), suggesting that the two conditions
were effectively identical.

We concluded that nonsynchronous fluctuations in
sound level, coupled with some order of spectral differ-
ence, accounts for some of the effect of spatially separat-
ing competitor and target speech. Nonetheless, there re-
mained a particular effect for speech, which led us to an
experimental test using supposedlycloser approximations
to that signal.

EXPERIMENT 3
Approximations to Speech

Method
Materials

To explore the temporal/spectral issue, using signals more akin to
the acoustic patterns of speech, two forms of competing noise were

constructed in which spectral characteristics either were or were not
included within a speech-shaped fluctuating envelope. The noise
that retained spectral variations we have called blurred speech . It
was generated by obtaining the sinusoidal components of overlap-
ping 350-msec sections of the competing speech signals (described
earlier). The sections were captured at approximately 90-msec in-
tervals throughout the duration of the 20-sec speech signal. The
phase of each of the sinusoidal components in each section was ran-
domized, and the resulting sections were overlapped at approxi-
mately 90-msec intervals, with the sound level of each being the
same as the original signal. Two separate blurred speech noise
streams were generated according to the same principles described
in relation to competing speech presentation.

The second competing noise, fluctuating noise, was produced in
a way similar to that for the blurred speech signal, but instead of the
sinusoidal components being randomized, each 350-msec section
was filled with white Gaussian noise. The signal was then filtered to
give it an overall spectrum identical to the competing speech signal.
The essential difference between these noises was that the spectrum
of the fluctuating noise signal was relatively constant, whereas that
of the blurred speech signal changed over time. Power spectra and
envelopes for these two competitors are shown in Figure 3.

Given the consistently stronger spatial separation effect for speech
as a competitor, as compared with nonspeech sounds, it was appro-
priate to observe the effect of a close acoustic approximation to
speech, with meaning removed. Thus, in addition to the above noise
conditions and a normally running speech competitor, the competi-
tor speech loops were also presented reversed.

Listeners
There were 11 listeners in this experiment (5 females, 6 males),

meeting the same hearing standard as that in the previous experi-
ments. As before, the majority of the listeners were new to the ex-
perimental task. There were eight conditions: blurred speech, fluc-
tuating noise, reversed speech, and competing (forward) speech,
each in mixed versus separate conditions, with four trials per con-
dition.

Results
The effects of separation in each conditionare shown in

Figure 4. It is clear, first of all, that the two speech com-
petitors (forward and reverse) yieldedbroadly similar out-
comes, as did the two forms of noise, and that both speech

Figure 2. Effects of spatially separating target speech from competing speech, competing noise of different and same tem-
poral structure, and competing noise of different and same spectral structure. Positive values indicate benefits from such sep-
aration (lower target signal level needed to maintain intelligibility).
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conditionswere distinct from both noise conditions.A one-
way ANOVA revealed a significant main effect [F(3,30) 5
22.9, p , .0005]; post hoc testing using Tukey’s HSD
showed that the differences between both of the speech
and both of the noise competitors were significant at the
p , .05 level but that the differences between forward and
reverse speech and between blurred speech and fluctuat-
ing noise were not. We noted from raw attenuation data
that in the mixed condition, listeners set the target speech
1.5 dB higher, on average, when forward-running speech
was the competitor, as compared with reverse speech
(0.5 dB higher in the spatially separate conditions). As a
result, there was a slightlygreater (1 dB) benefit from spa-

tial separation of competing forward speech, as compared
with reversed.

Discussion
It was somewhat harder, in the mixed condition,to follow

the target speech signal when the competing signal was
normal (forward) speech, as compared with reversed
speech. The element of meaning appears to have added a
small interfering effect to the task. Even though the com-
peting signal was a 20-sec loop, the listeners could not
avoid being distracted by the limited meaning that was
available. However, spatial separation offered a benefit
under both competitivespeech conditions,suggesting that

Figure 3. Power spectra and envelopes for the two competitor signals used in Experiment 3: blurred speech and fluctuating noise.
The images depict sounds after loudspeaker inverse filtering has been applied.

Figure 4. Effects of spatially separating target speech from competing speech, time-reversed
competing speech, blurred speech, and fluctuating noise. Positive values indicate benefits
from such separation (lower target signal needed to maintain intelligibility).
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the listeners took particular advantageof acoustic features
specific to speech when the sources were spatially sepa-
rated. This may be understood as an instance of the phe-
nomenon of informational masking (e.g., Kidd, Mason,
Rohtla, & Deliwala, 1998), in which structural similarity
between target and competing signals adds to the interfer-
ing effect of sheer energetic masking. Spatial separation is
especially effective in overcoming informational masking
(Kidd et al., 1998).

The relative absence of an effect for either of the speech-
like noises was unexpected.The design was based, in part,
on the finding by Bronkhorst and Plomp (1992), who ob-
served a benefit from symmetrical spatial separation of
the fluctuatingnoise devised by Festen and Plomp (1990).
Bronkhorst and Plomp (1992) used 90º of separation
when two competingnoise sources were played; it is prob-
able that the greater spatial contrast enhances any benefi-
cial effect. To check whether the present outcome was due
to this characteristic, the next experiment was designed to
investigate the speech versus noise contrast by using two
levels of spatial separation. Since the noise compiled by
Festen and Plomp was also somewhat different from those
used here (see below), the opportunity was taken to em-
ploy the fluctuating noise stimuli they devised.4

EXPERIMENT 4
Comparing Different Extents

of Spatial Separation

Method
Apparatus and Materials

Two further loudspeakers were placed at 690º of the central loud-
speaker, on the same plane as those at 630º (i.e., 15º below the hori-
zon), and with appropriate compensation made for their individual
transfer functions. As before, the target speech signal was delivered
to the central loudspeaker, with competing signals to that same
source in the mixed condition or to either two loudspeakers at 30º to
the left and right of the center, or two new locations at 690º in the
separate condition. The competing noise used in this experiment was
wideband, separately modulated in lower and a higher frequency
bands by multiplication with a male voice envelope (see Festen &
Plomp, 1990, pp. 1726–1727).

Listeners
Five males and five females acted as listeners, most of them new

to the experimental task and meeting the same hearing criterion as
before. There were six conditions: speech versus speech at 0º, 630º,
and 690º of separation and speech versus the fluctuating noise from
Fersten and Plomp (1990) at those same positions. There were four
trials per condition.

Results and Discussion
Figure 5 shows theoutcomeof this experiment,expressed

in the same way as for the earlier ones. A two-way ANOVA
showed no interaction [F(1,9) 5 0.70, MSe 5 0.42] but
main effects both for angle of separation [F(1,9) 5 9.01,
p 5 .015] and for type of competitor [F(1,9) 5 55.74, p ,
.0005]. Increasing the angle of spatial separation from 30º
to 90º affected (slightly) the extent of the benefit ob-
served. With speech as the competing signal, the angular
effect was less than 1 dB. With fluctuatingnoise as the com-

petitor, the difference between the smaller and the larger
separation angles was a little greater but was still modest
in acoustical terms (1.2 dB). Nonetheless, part of the dif-
ference between the results in the previous experiment and
those reported by Bronkhorst and Plomp (1992) may be
explainedby the difference in degree of spatial separation
of the target from the competitor signals used in the two
studies. We note that a feature of results obtained by Yost,
Dye, and Sheft (1996)was a relativelygreater benefit with
90º than with 30º of symmetrical separation for identify-
ing three simultaneous target speech signals in stationary
binaural listening conditions.

The fluctuating noise samples of Festen and Plomp
(1990) provided an outcome similar to those observed in
the previous experiment, using our own forms of speech-
like noise. Bronkhorst and Plomp (1992) reported a more
substantial effect (4.8 dB, as compared with 1.5 dB in this
experiment) when using Festen and Plomp’s fluctuating
noise symmetrically separated at 690º. The relatively
smaller amount of low-frequency energy in our signals,
as compared with theirs, may account for this difference.
Bronkhorst and Plomp (1988) stated that the degree of
improvement in speech intelligibility from head-induced
interaural time delay operating on a single spatially dis-
placed masker is predictable from the low-frequency
(250–500 Hz) component of that delay. Interaural time
delay seems to account for the effect we are observing, a
point made clearer by the next experiment.

The foregoing experiment showed an effect for greater
versus lesser degrees of symmetrical spatial separation.
As spatial angle increased, interaural level and time dif-
ferences increase also. Our design largely controlled for
overall differences in level, but in the free-field conditions
of these experiments, a complex set of changes would
occur with different source locations, owing to the indi-
vidual listener’s head-related transfer function (Wightman
& Kistler, 1993). Using headphone listening, it is possible
to isolate the contribution of interaural time difference to
the symmetrical separation effect. This was the aim of the
next experiment.

Figure 5. Effects of spatially separating target speech from
competing speech and from the fluctuating noise from Festen and
Plomp (1990) at two levels of spatial separation (630º and 690º).
Positive values indicate benefits from such separation (lower tar-
get signal needed to maintain intelligibility).
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Notwithstanding that outcome, the effect that remains
consistent across the series of experiments is the substan-
tial difference that occurs when interfering speech is sym-
metrically spatially separated from target speech, as com-
pared with separation of speech and noise. We examined
one possible basis for this effect in the experiment fol-
lowing the next one.

EXPERIMENT 5
The Contribution of Interaural Time Difference

Method
In this experiment, the AP2 was used to modify signals for head-

phone presentation. The left and right competitors were mixed with-
out further processing and were delivered to both headphone chan-
nels, to provide the mixed conditions. For the separate conditions, a
time delay of 300 msec was applied across the full spectrum of one
competitor in one channel and of the other competitor in the other
channel, to simulate interaural time differences occurring for one
competitor 30º left and another 30º right. No other spatial cues were
simulated. The target signal was routed through the digital attenua-
tor (under the listener’s control) before being split and mixed into
each headphone channel. No inverse filtering was employed for
headphone presentations. The signal generation used for loud-
speaker presentation was identical to that in the previous experiment
for 0º and 30º separation conditions. The target signal at 0º was the
continuous male voice discourse used in the earlier experiments.
Competing signals were the speech loops also used previously and
the Festen and Plomp’s (1990) noise samples, used in the previous
experiment. As was mentioned in the description of the first exper-
iment, the filtering procedure in this and the subsequent experiments
allowed both the target and the competing signals in free field to be
band-passed from 300 Hz to 18 kHz. For consistency, the same lim-
its were placed on the signals presented over headphones.

There were 10 listeners (2 females, 8 males), most being new to
the experimental arrangement, and all meeting the normal hearing
criterion described earlier. There were eight conditions in this ex-
periment: speech versus speech under free-field versus headphone
listening (Sennheiser model HD 265 headphones), in both mixed
and spatially separate conditions, and speech versus noise under the
same conditions. There were four trials per condition.

Results
Figure 6 shows the outcome in terms of benefit from

spatial separationof speech versus speech and speech ver-
sus noise under free-field and headphone listening. The
marked contrast between speech and noise as competitors
is evident in these results, and this remains the case when
the only change was in interaural time differences between
target and competing speech. A two-way ANOVA showed
main effects for mode of listening [F(1,9) 5 14.14, p 5
.004] and for type of competitor [F(1,9) 5 76, p , .0005]
and a nonsignificant interaction [F(1,9) 5 0.08, MSe5
0.27]. The free-field listening mode was associated with
a somewhat greater acoustical difference than headphone
listening between mixed and separate conditions (5.1 vs.
3.7 dB). The free field enables the full effect of individual
head-related transfer functions to operate. Nonetheless,
the bulk of the effect of spatial separation of speech from
speech may be attributed to time differences arising when
signal sources are located independently in space.

Discussion

There was a small separation effect for Festen and
Plomp’s (1990) fluctuating noise in free field, as com-
pared with the same (30º separation) condition in the pre-
vious experiment. There was, concomitantly, a slightly
higher average effect for the equivalent speech against
speech conditions in this experiment, as compared with
the previousone.These paralleloutcomesmay be due to dif-
ferences in the compositionof the samples tested.We might
also expect some variation in outcomes for identical con-
ditions across experiments when the task for a listener in
any given experiment involves contrasts between those
conditions and other ones that differ among experiments.

It is a feature of the experiments in which fluctuating
noise was used (Experiments 3, 4, and 5) that, in the mixed
condition, a lower target speech level was needed for 90%
intelligibility, as compared with the experiments (1 and 2)
in which more steady-state interference was used.5 This
outcome is consistent with Festen and Plomp’s (1990)
findings.Those authors also reported that their fluctuating
noise functioned in the same way as speech, in terms of its
masking effect (their observations being made under
monaural headphone listening conditions). We had antic-
ipated that fluctuating noise might act like speech in our
experiments, involving symmetrical spatial separation of
target from competitor signals, all heard binaurally in free
field. Instead, we found that competing speech, whether
normal or time reversed, provided a consistentlydifferent
performance pattern from noise (Hawley, 2000, chap. 7,
reports a similar speech–noise distinction). Further
scrutiny of Festen and Plomp’s results showed that when
the competingspeech signal was the same voice (reversed)
as the target, it in fact acted similarly to steady-state noise.
Only when the competing speech was different from the
target (male vs. female) was the similarity with fluctuat-
ing noise observed.

Figure 6. Effects of spatially separating target speech from
competing speech and from the fluctuating noise from Festen and
Plomp (1990) under free-field and headphone listening. Positive
values indicate benefits from such separation (lower target signal
needed to maintain intelligibility).
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We had not used the same voice for target and interfer-
ence, but both voices were male talkers; a priori, these
may be regarded as similar to, rather than different from,
each other. The proposition emerging from the results in
the series of experiments to this point was that fine-grain
acoustic similarity between target and competition is a key
to explaining the different outcomes from the use of
speech versus nonspeech. In the next experiment, we ex-
amined the issue of greater and lesser similarity of target
and competing speech by casting female and male voice
targets against both female and male voice competition.

EXPERIMENT 6
Similarity of Target and Competing Speech

The questionof similarityand difference betweenvoices,
in connection with masking effectiveness, has been the
subject of research inquiry (e.g., Dirks & Bower, 1969).
The point is well appreciated that while similarity may be
simply achieved, such as by using the same voice for tar-
get and competition, what characterizes dissimilarity is
harder to predict. In the design for the present experiment,
we relied on the sex of the talkers as the marker of dis-
similarity, recognizing that results could be influenced by
any number of characteristics varying between any pair of
voices (see Freyman, Helfer, McCall, & Clifton, 1999,
p. 3586, on this point). The purpose of the experimentwas
to test the general hypothesis that symmetrical spatial sep-
aration of target from competitor voices will be affected
differently depending on whether the signals are more or
less similar to each other, while all being in the category
of intelligible speech.

Method
Materials

In approaching the question of similarity, we relied on stock
recorded discourse, using narratives of published texts on CDs. This
took us into uncharted territory as regards the male voice, but it was
thought to be a fairer test of the hypothesis to start from positions
equally unknown for either type of voice. The competing male voice
loops were retained, new target speech discourses were selected (ex-
tracts from works of fiction) involving a female and a male reader,
and a new pair of speech loops was produced from a second female-
voice recording, along the same lines as those produced previously
for the male competitor signals.

Listeners
There were 12 listeners in this experiment, 2 females and 10 males,

recruited according to the same criteria as before. There were eight
conditions (four trials per condition): male target versus male com-
petitors, male target versus female competitors, female target versus
female competitors, and female target versus male competitors, each
in mixed and in spatially separate listening conditions.

Results

Figure 7 shows the benefit from separation values for
both the female and the male target speech against both fe-
male and male competitors. It is clear that symmetrical
separation of male competing speech from the female tar-

get conferred little effect, whereas the female versus fe-
maleconditionyieldedan outcomesimilar to thoseobserved
in the previous experiments involving male versus male.
By contrast, no equivalent outcome was observed for the
new male target, althoughthere was a nonsignificanttrend
in the expected direction. A two-way ANOVA confirmed
a significant target 3 competitor interaction [F(1,11) 5
13.61, p 5 .004], with post hoc testing (Tukey’s HSD)
showing only the contrast between female target versus fe-
male competitors and female target versus male competi-
tors as significant at the p , .05 level.

Discussion

The hypothesis about similarity gains partial support
from these results. It would be gratifying if the male target
data had shown an effect equivalent to that for the female;
we are satisfied, on the basis of the previous experiments,
that such an outcome would be likely to be demonstrated
with a different voice pairing. When we listened to the
new male target voice, it had an apparently more accented
manner, which may have reduced its confusability. It
should be possible to identify particular pairs of voices
that would maximize the similarity effect; our purpose
was not that, but rather to test a more general hypothesis.

EXPERIMENT 7
The Contribution of Different Frequency Bands

The fifth experiment suggested that interaural time dif-
ferences play a dominant role in the effect of symmetrical
spatial separation of competing and target speech. The
mechanism we surmise to be operating is one that engages
the listener in attending to spatial differences between tar-
get and competitors by virtue of the interaural time dif-
ference patterns that are absent in the mixed conditionbut
present, moment by moment, in the separate condition,
thus specifying distinguishablelocations for both competi-

Figure 7. Effects of spatially separating female and male tar-
get speech from female or male competing speech. Positive values
indicate benefits from such separation (lower target signal
needed to maintain intelligibility).
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tors. In the final experiment,we were interested in observ-
ing the relative contribution of low- and high-frequency
parts of the signal to the overall separation effect.

Method
Twelve listeners (3 females, 9 males) took part in this experiment,

the sample being similar in composition to previous ones. We used
the female target and the female competitor voices introduced in the
previous experiment, but under low- and high-pass filtering condi-
tions, as well as broadband (all-pass). Employment of these new
speech signals would test the robustness of the previous finding. A
cutoff at 2000 Hz was selected. This is in a frequency region below
which interaural fine structure or carrier (phase) delay is understood
to dominate and above which envelope-onset delay is prominent
(Zurek, 1993). The 2000-Hz cutoff also allowed for approximately
similar intelligibility of the target speech in the absence of com-
peting sounds. There were six conditions: low-pass mixed and sep-
arate, high-pass mixed and separate, and all-pass mixed and sepa-
rate. All listening was in the free-field conditions used in the earlier
experiments.

Results

Figure 8 shows the separationeffect under the threeband-
pass conditions. First, the broadband outcome confirmed
the result observed in the same condition in the previous
experiment.Second, it appears that low- and high-frequency
regions of the signal, as presented in the conditionsof our
laboratory, contributed about equally to the effect. An
ANOVA showed a significant main effect for type of sig-
nal [F(2,22) 5 7.11, p 5 .004], with the Tukey’s HSD test
showing significantly greater benefit under broadband
than under either of the narrower band conditions ( p ,
.05) and no difference between the latter two conditions.
These outcomes indicate that the listeners picked up both
forms of interaural delay in the course of detecting the
spatial difference between target and interfering signals.
Such a conclusion should be tempered by the point that
the signals were filtered to remove energy below 300 Hz.
Given the observationfrom Bronkhorst and Plomp (1988),
referred to in connection with the results from Experi-
ment 4, regarding the contribution of time delays at fre-
quencies between 250 and 500 Hz, we might expect dif-

ferent proportional contributions for low- versus high-
frequency components for a signal that includes even
more low-frequency energy.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
AND CONCLUSION

The starting point for the experiments reported here
was the earlier finding of an advantage in hearing target
speech at 0º, in free-f ield listening, under conditions of
symmetrical horizontal separation of steady-state broad-
band noise, as compared with a mixed condition in which
speech and noise were from the same (0º) locus. The first
of the present experiments suggested that the earlier out-
come may have been due to the use of correlated noise that
generated phase cancellations at the listener’s ears in the
separated noise condition.In our first experiment, no sep-
aration benefit was observed with uncorrelated noise. By
contrast with the results from correlated noise, competing
speech showed a much clearer beneficial effect of sym-
metrical separation from target speech,motivatingthe suc-
ceeding experiments whose aim was to account for this
outcome.

We found that symmetrically separated speech behaved
differently from noise, whether fluctuatingor steady state,
the general observationbeing that competingspeech more
effectively interfered with the target signal in mixed con-
ditions and/or that symmetrical spatial separation more
effectively reduced the interference. Noise that alternated
between flanking spatial positions provided an intermedi-
ate effect between speech and most other forms of noise,
an outcome supporting the view that precise momentary
cues to spatial distribution underpin some part of the sep-
aration effect. Furthermore, when interaural time differ-
ences were examined in isolation from other spatial influ-
ences (such as the individualhead-relatedtransfer function),
a substantial part of the speech-versus-speech separation
effect was retained. In a later experiment, we observed
that both low- and high-frequency components of the sig-
nal contributed to that effect, suggesting that both carrier

Figure 8. Effects of spatially separating unfiltered (broadband) target speech from
competing speech, lowband filtered target from competing lowband speech (2-kHz
cutoff), and highband filtered target from competing highband speech. Positive val-
ues indicate benefits from such separation (lower target signal level needed to main-
tain intelligibility).
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and envelope onset differences (Zurek, 1993) enabled the
parsing of the auditory scene that was observed.

The relative absence of a separation effect for noise and
the f inding of Festen and Plomp (1990) that reversed
speech using the same voice as the target behaves differ-
ently (in monaural conditions)from speech by an opposite-
sex speaker led to an experiment that tested the effect of
similar and dissimilar voices on the separation phenome-
non.Partial supportwas gainedfor the hypothesisthat when
target and interfering voices are similar (female–female in
this case), a spatial separationeffect is observable,whereas
the effect does not emerge when the voices are different
(female–male). The relative absence of an effect for noise
may thus be accounted for in terms of some order of dis-
similarity between a target signal that is speech and inter-
ference that is not speech. This feature of our results may
be further understood in the light of recent reports about
the relative contributionof spatial cues to signal segrega-
tion and intelligibility, as well as about the relative mask-
ing effectiveness of different types of competing signals,
particularly speech versus nonspeech.

There have been several studies in which the robustness
of interaural difference cues in the organization of audi-
tory attention has been investigated. Darwin and Hukin
(2000) showed that when intrinsic cues for segregating
voices, such as implied vocal tract length and prosodic
continuity are ranged, sometimes singly or in combina-
tion, against cues specifying spatial differences between
vocal components, the spatial cues are weakened or over-
ridden. These findings are consistent with reports (e.g.,
Culling & Summerfield, 1995; Darwin & Hukin, 1999)
that, as a perceptual groupingcue, signal componentshav-
ing interaural differences in common are not as effective
as those having harmonics in common.

The present experimental results suggest, as a corollary,
that when sources are distinguishable on other grounds,
spatial difference is not attended to; on the other hand,
when separate sources are more confusable on other
grounds, locational cues feature prominently in how lis-
teners deal with the input signal. Such a proposition can
also be argued to follow from results reported by Freyman
et al. (1999), who found that a perceived difference in the
location of female target and female interfering speech
benefited understanding of the target but that the same
perceived locationaldifference had virtuallyno effect when
the interfering signal was steady-state noise.

These experimentalobservationssuggest that the salience
of cues to spatial distinctiveness varies, depending on
what other components form the structure of the auditory
array. We speculate that such variability arises because
spatial hearing may not be consistently critical with re-
spect to the particular form of experimental task involved.
This task, most typically (in our own and others’ experi-
ments), is one of trying to understand a speech signal di-
rectly in front in conditions of moderately laterally dis-
placed interference.

Spatial hearing acuity is highest in the frontal horizon-
tal area and becomes coarser in regions lateral to the head
(Middlebrooks& Green, 1991). It might be assumed from

this arrangement that frontal discrimination is the most
critical role for spatial hearing. Yet, in humans, the frontal
area is also under acute visual monitoring, so there are
multiple and intersensory cues to the segregation of ob-
jects and events in this region (indeed, vision dominates,
as is evidenced by the ventriloquism phenomenon; e.g.,
Warren, Welch, & McCarthy, 1981).

The critical function for spatial hearing may, instead, be
understood as alerting an organism, especially one with
frontally oriented vision, to the occurrence of objects and
events outside the immediate field of view. The evidence
from everyday observation and in the laboratory (Perrett
& Noble, 1997) is that lateral signals are responded to by
immediate rotational movement so as to face the source.6
A broadly tuned lateral filter combinedwith a finely tuned
frontal one may be just what is required to enable reorien-
tation to occur efficiently. At the point at which the signal
of interest is at 0º azimuth, spatial cues will serve to par-
tition the target from otherwise acousticallyconfusable in-
terference, even if it is close by, because of the spatial acu-
ity of the system in that region. But spatial cues may be
subsidiary when a frontal target is distinguishable from
competitors on other acoustic grounds.
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NOTES

1. This was achievable for all the competitor signals, with the excep-
tion of the correlated noise employed in Experiment 1. In the case of
correlated noise, two identical wavefronts are being added, which results

in a doubling of sound pressure, represented by a 6-dB increase in over-
all level when the two are presented simultaneously from the same posi-
tion. When they are presented simultaneously from separate positions,
the 6-dB increase is observable only at a point exactly midway between
the two: At any other point (e.g., those occupied by a listener’s ear
canals), there is only a 3-dB increase, owing to the phase cancellation ef-
fect noted earlier. Adding two uncorrelated signals increases sound in-
tensity, represented by a 3-dB increase that is observable at the midpoint
and at the positions occupied by the listeners’ ear canals, and whether or
not the sounds are from the same locus or different ones. These acoustic
differences very likely underlie the performance differences observed
for the two sorts of noises in the first experiment.

2. In all but 2 conditions over the first six experiments (24 conditions
in total), the difference between the authors’ combined results and those
of other listeners was less than 1 dB, and the direction of difference was
negative in 12 of those conditions. In the seventh experiment, the differ-
ences, always positive, ranged from 1.1 to 2.1 dB. We are satisfied that
the results obtained are not biased by inclusion of our own data.

3. We note that the different outcome for correlated versus uncorre-
lated noise was due largely to the lesser attenuation (higher target signal
level) required under mixed conditions with correlated noise. This is
consistent with the different acoustic effects, described in note 1, of com-
bining identical versus nonidentical noises under conditions of spatial
separation versus spatial unity.

4. Our thanks to J. M. Festen for making noise samples available to us
based on Festen and Plomp’s (1990) procedure.

5. The initial level of the target speech in any one of the experiments
in question was determined by its audibility against the range of com-
peting signals used in that particular experiment. That initial target
speech level was set as zero for the experiment in question; its absolute
value was not recorded. To compare attenuation levels across the five
experiments, we calculated the differences in average attenuation values
for comparable conditionsin each (free-field target speech against forward-
running competing speech) and applied the relevant difference as a cor-
rection factor to all free-field conditions within that experiment.

6. Yost et al. (1996, p. 1035) observed that in a condition in which sig-
nals heard via microphones fitted to a stationary manikin were not at 0º,
listeners were frustrated by not being able to turn so as to zero in on the
signal.
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